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      "This book takes a vital next step for the school counseling profession by defining what results we expect students to achieve based on research. Not only do the authors propose standards for student excellence, but also demonstrate the importance of delivering meaningful learning opportunities and assessing student proficiency and achievement." 




  
          From the Foreword by Clarence Johnson and Sharon Johnson




              


    
      



 


 
      "The authors present a systematic roadmap for implementing the innovative and promising Construct-Based Approach to school counseling.  This research-based approach will assist counselors and schools in targeting student skills and competencies that are vital for student achievement and success, specifically motivation, self-direction, self-knowledge, and relationships." 




  
          Jon M. Shepard, School Psychologist




              


    
      



 


 
      "The authors provide a new model for school counseling interventions, ensuring that every K-12 student has specific competencies in four key school counseling standards from educational success research."




  
          Stuart Chen-Hayes, Associate Professor & Program Coordinator, Counselor Education/School Counseling




              


    
      



 


 
      "This pioneering book takes the ASCA National Model to a new level. With over 50 years of research in how the brain functions and how students learn school counselors will find this book extremely helpful in their implementation of the ASCA National Model as it defines roles for administrators, parents, teachers, and the community."




  
          Judy Bowers, School Counselor Consultant




              


    
      



 


 
      



  
          Brett Zyromski Associate Professor
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    This title is also available on SAGE Knowledge, the ultimate social sciences online library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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